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Dear Student and Parents, 

We miss you so much and wish we could have spent more time with you this spring, 
especially those fun days at the end of the year that we all look forward to each year. This 
year is different and we know that it will not be forgotten for a long time. We have put together 
some things for you to stay as connected to school as possible for these next few weeks. 

There are some digital resources available on the website. Check out www.hcsedu.org for a 
full listing of links to learning websites. In addition, don't forget to check out myON, and 
Homework Hotline. PBS has great lessons playing during the week on PBS Channel 10 as 
well as on the TN Department of Education YouTube channel. Be sure to check out not only 
the sixth grade lessons but also the seventh grade lessons to give you a sneak peek at what 
next year will bring. 

www.hcsedu.org 
Keep reading those books and thinking about math. Enjoy this time with your family and stay 
active with your learning and physical fitness. 

myON has provided FREE access to their online library for all Hardeman County students. 
Login information is on the district website or you can contact the school principal or librarian 
via email. The link is: https://www.myon.com/school/hardemancountyreads 

Homework Hotline Information: 
Hotline remains committed to providing academic support for all lC-12 studl'nts in TN 

Certihed t<>achers will be available. 

Monday,;- Thursdays. 2pm-6pm CST' 

'wl 11!e school~ remom closed. 

615-298-6636 or 901-416-1234 

We miss you very much! Stay safe and healthy! 

https://www.myon.com/school/hardemancountyreads
http:www.hcsedu.org
http:www.hcsedu.org


The website has games, information, and learning activities under Academic 

Resources: 
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Hardeman County Schools \\ill use this space for COVI)).19 updates and alternate 
academic resources that may be used while schools are closed. 

Per Governor Lee's recommendation, Hardeman County Schools will not reopen during the Spring 
semester of 2019~ 0 20 . Please continue to monitor our website for periodic updates. 

Details regarding the impact on students not finishing the school year in the traditional campus 
setting and available resources that may be used to continue the education of our students can be 
found here: Academic Update and Optional Remote Learning Rasourees - 04/ 02/ 2020 

Hardeman County Schools \\ill be providing meals on Morubys and Wednesda..vs from 10 AM 
until 12 PM until May 20. For further details, please see Meal Pickup Information. 

West TN P~ and WKNO, in partnelsbip with the State Department of Education, will be 
providing educational scheduling for grades 1n through 8° grade between 10 AM and 12 PM on 
.Mondays through Fridays. West 1N PBS can be found on channel 1L WICNO can be found on 
channel 10, or 810 on Comcast HD Cable ser11ioe. For further details and a schedule, check: 
PBS Class Schedule. 

To see updates from the Tennessee Department ofF.ducation on Coroila\>irus (OOVID-19) : 
hnps.l/www.tngov/educotion/heolrh-ond•solety/updote-on-coronowus.html. 

While the Hanleman County Schools are closed, the School Health Cl.inie, located at Bolivar 
Elementary School, will be closed also. The mediail providers will be working from the main clinic at 
the Community Health Center. located at 629 Nuckolls Rd in Bolivar. To make an appointment, 
please call 731-§sS:3388. 

Find us on Facebook at Hardeman County Board of Education and on Twitter 

hardemancountyschools @hardemancountyl 

http:www.hcsedu.org
http:COVI)).19


Suppose you put together a jigsaw puzzle. You'd fit the pieces together to form a picture. 
But what if one piece were missing? You wouldn't be able to see the image as a whole. 

Authors have to fit ideas together just as carefully. The way they organize information is 
called text structure. Depending on their purpose, authors might choose to organize 
their ideas in different ways. They may present a problem and solution; order events 
from earliest to latest (chronologically); compare and contrast people, things, or ideas; 
or explain causes and effects. Whichever method they choose, the sentences, 
paragraphs, and sections must work together to present information clearly and logically. 

Look at the image below. Circle each reference to Greece. Underline each reference to 
Rome. Think about how the parts fit together to form a whole. 

Ancient Rome and Greece had no The Greeks were 
Greece both began 
as city-states. 

central authority, 
but Rome was 
the capital of 

its empire. 

known for 
science, 

philosophy, 
and art. 

Read the chart below to see how the sentences in the puzzle work together. Notice how 
each part develops the main idea. Fill in the function of Sentence 4 on your own. 

1 Part Function 

Sentence 1 introduces the topic of the paragraph, ancient Rome and Greece 
1 

Sentence 2 contrasts the way the two city-states were organized 
I 

Sentence 3 adds information about what the Greeks were known for 

Sentence 4 

Like the pieces in a puzzle, the parts of a text work together to make something bigger. 
As a reader, think about how the sentences, paragraphs, and sections work together to 
convey information and develop ideas. Remember that the parts are in order for a 
reason-just as a puzzle piece fits only where it belongs. 

ll)C urriculum r\s oda1cs, LI C Cop)'inA i5 1101 p~nni11cd . 
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Read the first part of a history article about an important discovery. 

from "Terra-Cotta Army Protects First 
Emperor's Tomb" by John Roach, National Geographic 

Workers digging a well outside the city of Xi'an, China, in 1974 struck upon one of the 

greatest archaeological discoveries in the world: a life-size clay soldier poised for battle. 

The diggers notified Chinese authorities, who dispatched government archaeologists to 

the site. 

They found not one, but thousands of clay soldiers, each with unique facial expressions and 

positioned according to rank. And though largely gray today, patches of paint hint at once 

brightly colored clothes. Further excavations have revealed swords, arrow tips, and other 

weapons, many in-pristine condition. 
(continued) 

Explore how to answer this question: "How does paragraph 3 build on the information presented in 
paragraphs 1 and 2?" 

This part of the article tells how the clay soldiers were discovered. It follows a chronological 
structure. Each paragraph adds important events or details to the story of the discovery. 

Read the paragraphs again. What was the first event in the discovery? Put a number 1 beside it. 
Continue to number the other events in the text. One of the sentences should not be numbered. 

Fill in the chart below to tell what each paragraph adds to your understanding of the 
terra-cotta army and its discovery. 

Part Function 

Paragraph 1 

continues the account of the discovery process by explaining how archaeologists got 
Paragraph 2 

involved 

Think about the purpose of paragraph 3. Explain how the sentences In paragraph 3 develop the 
information provided in paragraphs 1 and 2. 

©Curriculum Associates , LLC Copying is not permitted. 
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These paragraphs tell 
more about what the 
archaeologists found. 
How does each sentence 
and paragraph develop 
key ideas of the text? 

Reread the first 
paragraph on page 104. 
What phrase is used to 
describe the discovery? 

Continue reading about the terra-cotta army. Use the Close Reading 
and the Hint to help you answer the question. 

(co nli1wcd from page 104) 

The soldiers are in trenchlike, underground corridors. In some 

of the corridors, clay horses are aligned four abreast; behind 

them are wooden chariots. 

The terra-cotta army, as it is known, is part of an elaborate 

(tomb! created LO accompany the first emperor of China into 

the afterlife, according to archaeologists .... 

Archaeologists estimate the pits may contain as many as 

8,000 figures , but the total may never be known . 

Circle the correct answer. 

How does the final sentence build on a key idea mentioned in the first 
paragraph? 

A It suggests there is no point in trying to learn more about the 
terra-cotta army because it is too big. 

B It explalns how extensive the site is and suggests that the story of 
the discovery is not yet complete. 

C It reveals how little the government's archaeologists actually know 
about the terra-cotta army. 

D It implies that archaeologists do not plan any further exploration 
and must rely on existing findings. 

Look at the answer that you chose above. Explain why your choice is correct. 

Discuss with a partner how the two parts of the article work together to present important 
ideas about the terra-cotta army. How does the second half build on the first? 

©Cumcu lum Associn 1e, . LLC Copring b 1101 pcrmi11 cJ 



Read the historical account. Use the Study Buddy and the Close Reading to guide your reading. 

·cc1ir~: Historical Accoun1 

Secrets in the Stones by Michael Burgan 

1 Huge stone slabs dot a grassy field on a plain located in 

southern England. Some stones lie scatLered; others stand 

I can vre tl,e rvbl,eadr 
to 1-.elp me vnderrtand 
J,ow ideas- will be 
prerented. I ree tl-.at 

tl-.ere ir a qves-tion a11d 
two porrible aMWerr. 

Tl-.at's- probably hOVI tl-.e 

te>'t is- or9a"ized. 

2 

upright and form part of a large circle. For centuries, visitors 

have wondered how and why this giant structure was built. 

What Are the Secrets of Stonehenge? 

These slabs are part of Stonehenge, an ancient stone 

construction that dates back 5,000 years. In their quest to 

unlock the structure's mysteries, archaeologists have found 

many artifacts at the site including animal bones, stone tools, 

and bone skewer . But even though some questions about the 

site's purpose have been answered , many remain. 

Two Possible Answers 

According to the author, 
what have visitors to 
Stonehenge wondered 
about? Draw boxes 
around details that 
provide possible 
answers. 

3 At first , the site included just a circular ditch surrounding 

two barrows, or burial mounds, and a smaller cir le of 56 pits. 

Archaeologist have found ashes in these pits and in the 

circular ditch, and they believe the ashes are from the 

cremation, or ritual burning, of dead bodies. One theory is 

that Stonehenge was initially a place where people held 

religious ceremonies and buried the dead . 

How do paragraphs 3 
and 4 fit into the overall 
structure? Underline 
one sentence from each 
paragraph that helps 
you understand their 
purpose. 

4 Some scientist believe that Stonehenge is much more than a 

burial ground. On the ummer sol tice, the rising sun's rays 

align perfectly with a huge outlying stone and the center of the 

stone circle. This uggests that Stonehenge may have been 

u ed to track the seasons. Whatever its true purpo e, however, 

Stonehenge remain a majestic sight. 

0 

© Curriculum As,ociate.,,, LLC Cnp)•ing Is not permitted . 



Which choice best 
develops the ideas of 
the account? 

Think about how the last 
paragraph relates to the 
subheads. 

Think about how each of 
the first two paragraphs 
ends. How do they lead 
into the second half of 
the account? 

Use the Hints on this page to help you answer the questions. 

The account states that "even though some questions about the 
site's purpose have been answered, many remain." Why does the 
author include this statement? 

A It suggests that we can never know the purpose of Stonehenge. 

B It shows that archaeologists are not able to explain the past. 

C It explains why people are losing interest in the site. 

D It begins the discussion of different ideas about Stonehenge. 

What does the final paragraph contribute to the account's overall 
structure? 

A It is the second of two possible answers to the question of why 
Stonehenge was built. 

B It summarizes what the secrets of Stonehenge are. 

C It raises more questions for readers to consider about the 
secrets in the stones. 

D It explains why some scientists disagree about the origins of 
Stonehenge. 

Explain how the first two paragraphs fit into the account's overall 
structure. Cite at least two details from the text to support 
your explanation. 

©Curriculum Assodates , LLC Copy111g i · 11111 permillc<l 



Read the account. Then answer the questions that follow. 

The Dead Sea Scrolls 
by Christa Smith 

1 One day, a young Bedouin shepherd tossed a rock into a desert cave on the northwest shore of the 
Dead Sea. He was looking for a stray goat and thought it might have wandered into the cave. The boy heard a 
cracking sound and became curious. What the shepherd discovered in that cave were old jars filled with seven 
ancient scrolls. The boy may not have realized the full importance of his find on that day in 1947, but luckily, 
others did. The young shepherd brought the scrolls to an antiques dealer, who sold four of them to an 
archbishop of the Syrian Orthodox Church. Two archaeologists at Hebrew University bought the other scrolls 
and donated them to Israel. A museum was founded to house these precious documents, which became 
known as the Dead Sea Scrolls. 

2 Over the next decade, ten other caves containing manuscripts were found 
in the Judean Desert. Archaeologists also excavated the ruins of Qumran, not far 
from the caves. They turned up more documents written in Hebrew, Greek, and 
Aramaic. There were hundred of documents, either complete or in fragments. 
Some of the scrolls were written on dried animal skins, while others were written 
on papyrus, the largest measuring thirty feet long. These were very old 
manuscripts, of course, around 2,000 years old. Scientists used a special technique 
called carbon dating to determine how o]d they were; ancient coins found near the 
scrolls also indicated their age. 

3 Why are the Dead Sea Scrolls so important to historians? Some of them 
are copies of fragments from the Hebrew Bible. In fact , the scrolls are the earliest 

Some of the caves 
known copies of the Bible. Other parchments contain commentary on biblical 

near Qumran, in the 
texts, and still others are copies of the prayer books of the Jewish people, showing Judean Desert. 
their views on religion and society. Scholars say these papers reveal important 
information about the Second Temple Period. This period spanned the third century B.C.E. to 68 C.E., a time of 
political conflict. During this period, the Jews lived uneasily under Roman rule. 

4 Through the examination of the scrolls, historians have gained insight into Jewish life and thought in 
ancient Palestine. Who actually did the work of copying out documents in the scrolls? TI1ere are several 
theories. One suggests that the Essenes may have performed all or much of this task . The Essenes were a very 
strict group of Jews who left Jerusalem to live in the desert. The Essenes believed that people had become too 
worldly, and so they went to live apart from society. 

5 The discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls sparked a half-century of study and debate. It is difficult to 
prove that they were left behind by just one group of people. We know that they were created over a period of 
300 years. It is quite possible that different groups of people created or copied these manuscripts and 
fragments. It is not clear who hid them or why. Some say that the Essenes or other sects wanted to conceal 
them from the Romans. There is no way to be sure, though. What we do know is that the Dead Sea Scrolls are 
one of the most important discoveries of our time. 

© urriculum Assou alcs, I.LC ( upy111)\ is nul pcrrnilleJ . 



Answer Form 
Answer the questions. Mark your answers to 
questions 1--4 on the Answer Form to the right. 

1 ® ® © ® 
2 ® ® © ® 
3 ® ® © ® 
4 ® ® © ® 

Number 
Correct /4 

1 How does paragraph 1 prepare readers for the rest of the account? 

A It describes how the scrolls were discovered. 

B It introduces the scrolls and suggests their importance. 

C It explains that the scrolls are really documents. 

D It describes what scholars learned from the scrolls. 

2 Read these sentences from paragraph 2. 

Over the next decade, ten other caves containing manuscripts were found in the Judean 
Desert. Archaeologists also excavated the ruins of Qumran, not far from the caves. 

How does this information fit into the overall structure of the account? 

A It continues the chronology of events from Paragraph 1. 

B It answers the question of the manuscripts' origins. 

C It compares the desert caves to the ruins of Qumran. 

D It shows what caused archaeologists to excavate the ruins. 

3 How do paragraphs 3 and 4 support a key idea of the account? 

A They explain why the scrolls are so important. 

B They show just how old the scrolls really are . 

C They demonstrate how the scrolls are used by scholars. 

D They prove that the scrolls are as important as the Bible. 

([) unKulum Assoua1es , LLC Copying is 1101 pern1111ed 



4 

5 

Which graphic best represents the structure of the informational text "The Dead Sea Scrolls"? 

Opinion 

A Both B I I \ 

A C 

I Cause H Effect H Effect I .___st_;_P __,H.___st_;_P __,H.___st_;_P __. 

B D 

Explain why the author includes paragraph 5 in the account. Use at least three details from 
the text to show how this paragraph fits into the overall structure of the account. 

Reason 
1 

Reason 
2 

Reason 
3 

Self Check Go back and see what ou can check off on the Self Check on a e 93. 

<D<.urricul um Assouates, LLC Copying is no t pennit ted. 



For numbers 1-S, choose the correct word to complete Answer Form 

) An analogy shows the relationship between two pairs of words. 

each analogy. 

1 lrip is to fall as drop is to 
Here's an example: 

A. water 
fast is to slow as up Is to down 

- ...... .,.-;: - ·. '. • "r. ~ • ..... •_•. ••"I• •··• ... •' ,.. .,: B clumsy 

To understand this analogy, think about the relationship between fasr and slow. C spring 
Up and down are related In the same way. The words In each pair are antonyms, D break 

• There are different types of analogies. As you study the chart below, think about 
the relationship between the pairs of words. 

lYP• of Analogy Example 
Synonyms small ls to mlnlarure as fall Is to speedy 

Antonyms young is to old as smooth Is to rough 

Cause/Effect I/red Is to sleep as hungry Is to ear 

Part/Whole finger is to hand as petol ls to daisy 

Item/Category carrot Is to vegetable as cherry is to fruit 

2 page is to book as leaf is to _ _ _ 

A. autumn 

B green 

C grass 

D tree 

~~l Writ• a word to complete each analogy, Then wilt• the type of analogy 
on th• lln• bel-. 

Hint l,itj scale Is to fish as fur Is to _____ _ 3 hurry is to rush as find is to 
To identify the 

A. lose relationship between 
the words In the first B locate ~ Ice is to freeze as lire is to ______ _ 
pair, ask yourself: Are 

C search the words synonyms 
or antonyms? Is the D hunt 
first word the cause ~ 1/ghlen is to darken as lighren Is to as ______ _ 
and the second word 
the effect? Is the first 
word a part and the E::1 prevenl is to stop as rescue is to ______ _ 
second word a whole? 
Is the first word an 
item and the second 
word the category? l~ hurricane Is to storm as tulip Is to _ ___ _ _ _ 

,: _.- 261 

I 

I 

1 ® ® (t)@ 

2 ® ® (C)@ 

3 ® ® (C) (C) 

4 ® ® ©)@ Number 
5 ® ® (C)@ Corrett /s 

. 4 clumsy is to graceful as 
friendly is to __ 

A. kind 

B skillfu l 

C hostile 

D thoughtful 

5 · hammer is to tool as 
sofa is to 

A. soft 

B relax 

C room 

D furniture 

__ ,....._...,,...._ 
--··-· ...... -·-.......... "'-.~'-

I 

I 



Aris-rFonn 
~J)~ ., .. 

ft.llj!Ji~,¥~fl.&i3.ill 
~{;;·:~~t~f;/tf.\fs'.it~~:~.:?f..'.·~\i.":.'?{~J.r-:>:~<t ... ~~t~.::,~:~ 
~f.ljj~ffiWAJ .._~;:}..: One way that writers make their writing lively and vivid Is by using 
figures of speech. A figure of speech is an Imaginative, or nonliteral. way of using language. It 
might describe something In an unexpected way, or It might even stretch the truth. 

• Personification is a figure of speech that gives human-like qualities and actions to 
something that is not human. Writers use personification to create a picture In the 
mind of the reader or to convey a mood. 

The steep trail dared Mia to take another step. I 
S~e~~~ ~~~ ro~~-~~-~~!!,_~~~~e~;~~~ ~~\~~ady :~ t_rlp -~e~--,-c-,--r 

Nonliving things, such as tree roots, can't dare someone, be sneaky, or hide with the 
Intention of tripping someone. The figures of speech help the reader picture the trail 
and sense the lurking dangers. 

Hyperbole is a figure of speech that uses exaggeration for emphasis or effect. 

It_~~~~. ~~~~~~.'..;?, re~ch ~!~P..o; t~:'.!'~~~~l_n. _ -~-- . ,. __ .-- -,-.,-..-;-~ .,.,.,,. •••. ., .. 1 
It doesn't really take "forever" to climb a mountain. The figure of speech emphasizes 
the length and difficulty of the climb and conveys Mia's frustration. 

~~ Read th• passage. Underline each figure of lfl"Ch. and Identify It by 
writing P for personlflaltlon or H for hyperbole. Then discuss the meaning of the figure of speech 
with• partner. 

Hint 

As you read, ask 
yourself: 

•oo any verbs show a 
nonliving thing doing 
something a person 
can do?" 

·0o any adjectives give 
human-like qualities to 
nonliving things?" 

"Do any sentences 
exaggerate the truth?" 

t) ~!J.--:,.:'i~~-~7£2~,~;;r""'- ~::~.~:;r..t'-'";", :;-:~;:\~r:-;-:ie;'-·:~,:':~~~~;,.?'~.~:r.,. lS 9 
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By the time Mia's parents set up the tent It was raining. Mia 

would never forgive them for this trlpl Her legs were still 

complalnlng from the climb, and the mean rain was punishing her 

family for camping In October. 

The next morning, though. Mia woke up refreshed. She 

thought. •1 must have slept for days!" Outside the tent, the sun 

smiled through the leafy trees. 

For numbers 1-5, what does the underlined figure of speech 
mHn In each sentence? 

1 :· A bold wind grabbed Mia's cap as 
she and her parents hoked down the 
trail. 

A The wind was bold and pushy. 

B The wind blew Mia's cap off 
her head. 

C Mia took her cap off her head 
because of the wind. 

D Someone took Mia's cap. 

When they reached the pond, Mia 
exclaimed, "There must be a million 
ducks here!· 

A "There are one million ducks at 
the pond.· 

B "I've never seen ducks before.• 

C "There are a lot of ducks here." 

D "I can guess the number 
of ducks." 

3 Suddenly, clouds gathered and 
chased the sun out of the sky. 

A The clouds were faster than 
the sun. 

B The clouds pushed the sun out of 
the sky forever. 

C The clouds had an important 
meeting. 

D The sun disappeared quickly 
when clouds filled the sky. 

·-' •.: 
. I® (I) (C)il!) 

:., .. , ... 
2·® (I) ~ ID) ' ':'·.·., .. 
3 ® (I) CC) ID) 

4 ® (I)~ ID) Number 
5@$ (b<O) Coi...ct /s 

F4~ The rain ignored Mia and her fami ly's 
plans to go out on a rowboat. 

A The rain did not affect the plans 
Mia and her family had. 

B Mia and her family enjoyed their 
time out in the rowboat. 

C Other people enjoyed rowboats, 
but not Mia 's family. 

D Mia's family had made plans, but 
now it was raining. 

Mia thought, "I'd better get back to 
the tent before I drown!· 

A "I don't know how to swim so 
I better get back.• 

B • I must swim incredibly fast in 
order to survive.· 

C "I better get back to the tent 
fast, or I'll get really wet.· 

D "I'll really drown if I don't get to 
the tent fast." 



----- --- ---- --Name: 

Author's Purpose Worksheet 6 

Directions: read the description , determine the author's purpose, and then explain your answer. 

I . A handbook teaching people how to negotiate 

Author's Purpose: 
(to infonn, persuade. or entertain) 

110w ao you Know'f wnte a sentence expiammg your answer. 

2. A public service announcement telling kids to stay in school 

Author's Purpose: 
(lo inform. persuade, or cnlertain) 

llow do you know·! Wrile a scn1cnce cxplammg your answer. 

3. A menu for a local pizzeria listing the sizes and prices of pizzas and available toppings 

Author's Purpose: 
(to infonn. per,uade. or entertain) 

How 110 yo u Know·. wr11 c a sen1cnce exp1a1111ng your answer. 

4. A song about pizza by popular music artist, Miss Directed 

Author's Purpose: 
(10 infonn. persuade. or cmcnain) 

How do you know·. wrnc a scn1cncc expla111111g your answer. 

5. The track listing to Miss Directed ' s album, I Want Pizza, which shows the order, length , and 
producer of each song 

Author's Purpose: 
(10 infonn, p~rsuade. or entertain) 

How do you know·! Wnte a sen1ence expla1111ng your answer. 



---

- ---------------

Name: ___________ _ 

Characterization Worksheet 3 

Directions: Read the short passages. Answer the question by identifying an implied character trait. 
Explain your answer by referencing the text. 

I. Daren showed up at the banquet with food stains all over his dress shi1t. He sat down , put his feet on 
the table, and burped loudly. The other people sitting at the table looked at each other but continued 

eating. 

What character trait does Daren demonstrate? -------------------
T, xplam your answer by referencing the text. 

2. Diamond spent twelve hours working on her Popsicle stick White House yesterday. Today she 
noticed that there are bushes in front of the building, so she spent another six hours making bushes out 

of construction paper. 

What character trait does Diamond demonstrate? -----
Explatn your answer by relerenc111g the text. 

3. Courtney asked her neighbor if she could bonow an egg to complete a recipe that she had already 
started. The next day Courtney returned an egg to her neighbor along with a thank you card expressing 
her sincere gratitude. 

What character trait does Courtney demonstrate? _ ___________________ _ 

Expla111 your answer by rcfcrencmg the text. 

4 . When Angela asked her mother if she could go to the party, her mother said that she could not. So 
Angela asked her father, who said that she could. She then played her parents off one another until she 
got her way. Angela enjoyed herself at the party. 

What character trait does Angela demonstrate? _____________________ _ 

Explain your answer by retercncmg the text. 

5. Kelvin found a wallet on the ground. He opened up the wallet and saw an old woman's ID card. 
Kelvin took the money out of the wallet and threw the wallet in a ditch. 

What character trait does Kelvin demonstrate? 
Explam your answer by relerencing the text. 



----------- -

----------- ---------------------- - - ---

--- -------- ---- - - - - ---- ---- ---- - - - - ---

------ - - - ------------ - - ---- ---- -------

----------------- ---------------- -----

- ---- ----- - - - ---- - - -------- -----------

--------- - -------------------- - - ------

Name: 

Context Clues 1.3 

Directions: read each sentence and determine the meaning of the word using cross sentence clues or your 
prior knowledge. Then, explain what clues in the sentence helped you determine the word meaning. 

I. unpleasant: Brian felt that Ms. Golding was much more unpleasant than usual and he suspected that 
he did not have her coffee this morning. 

Definition: 

What clues in the senlence lead you 10 your definition? 

2. remedy: The richest man in town wa losing his hearing and be offered a large reward to anyone who 
could find a remedy for his condition. 

Definition: 

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition? 

3. singe: The curling iron was so hot that Martha singed her hair when she tried using it. 

Definition : 

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition'? 

4 . quarrel: Max wa sick of quarreling with his wife about money when all he wanted to do was enjoy 
her company. 

Definition: 

What clues in !he sentence lead you to your definition ? 

5. conclude: After finding crumbs all over Fido's bed, Mom concluded that the dog had eaten the 
cookies. 

Definition: 

What c lues in the sentence lead you 10 your definition '? 

6. enormous: After taking the final exam, Felix felt as though an enormous burden had been lifted. 

Definition : 

Whal clues in !he scnlcnce lead you lo your definition ? 



--------------------------------------

--------------------------------------

--------------------------------------

--------------------------------------

--- --------- -------------- ------------

--------------------------------------

7. haughty: Megan did not like the new girl because she was rich, haughty, and kept her nose up high. 

Definition: 

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition? 

8. dreary: After the qua11erback from the visiting team snuck in for another touchdown, the mood over 
the home team's bleachers grew quite dreary . 

Definition: 

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition? 

9. dispute: My father and Mr. McClure, our neighbor, have had a dispute as to the property line 
separating our two houses ever since Mr. McClure planned to build a fence. 

Definition: 

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition? 

I 0. absurd: Bobby thought that C lyde's theories about their substitute teacher being an alien were 
absurd. 

Definition: 

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition? 

11 . involuntary: As a student serving a detention, Derrick's pa1iicipation on the school cleanup crew was 
involuntary, unlike Scott, who genuinely wanted to make the school a better place. 

Definition: 

What c lues in the sentence lead you to your definition? 

12. native: Unlike most of the college students, who came to DeKalb from many different parts of the 
state and nation to attend the university, Cletus was a native of the town, born and raised. 

Definition: 

What clues in the sentence lead you to your defin it ion? 

Bonus: Define each of the words on a separate sheet of paper to check your answers. Attach your sheet. 



__________________________ _;_ __ 
Name 

g ·xed umbers R4-5 

To add mixed numbers, you can add the fractional parts to the whole 
number parts, and then simplify. 

F. d 2 1 m 24 + 3 4. 
The fractions have a 
common denominator. 
Add the fractions. Then 
add the whole numbers. 

2.£ 
4 

+3.1 
4 

51. 
4 

1, ,:, \ 
\ _, , ' 

Find 4 + 31 Find3f + 4¾-
Write equivalent fractions 
with the LCD. 

3.£ == 3E. 
3 9 

41 +41 == 
9 9 

Add the ·whole numbers. 
Add the fractions. 
Simplify if possible . 

3E. 
9 

+41 
_j!_ 

7Z 
9 

Find each sum. Simplify your answer. 

1. 2f + 2¾ = 

3. sf + lo = 

5. 6¾ + 11t = 

Add the whole numbers; 
then add the fraction. 

2. 4½ + 1 i = ---------

4. aj + 1-& = ________ _ 

6. 7 + ai = 
i1'· :, 

; i 
7. In 2001, the men's indoor pole vault record was 20i ft. I ii' 

The women's record for the indoor pole vault was 15 152 ft. , 11· I ;• . , _ I What is the combined height of the two records? 
. , I 

,' j 

::; I 
<O 

u 8. Writing in Math How high is a stack of library books if one book 
I • 

.5 ;i 
c is 1j in. high, the second book is 1 j in. high, and the third is 

I 

.Q 

~ 
:, 

2} in. high? Explain how you solved this problem. 
"O 
Ill 
C: 

~ 
CD "' a. 
0 



Name -------------------------------
M I iplying 

Find¾ X t-
One Way 

Draw a picture. Simplify if 
possible. 

'----y--" 

~ 
4 

6 of the 28 squares have 
overlapping shading. 

3 2 6 
So, 4 x 7 = 28 ' 

6Simplify 28 to 1~. 

Another Way 

Multiply the numerators 
and denominators. 
Simplify if possible . 

..2. x £ 
4 7 
3 X 2 6 

= 4 X 7 = 28 

= -2. 
14 

Simplify First 

Find the GCF of any 
numerator and any 
denominator. 

The GCF of 2 and 4 is 2. 
Divide 2 and 4 by the GCF. 

Write an equation for each picture. 

1. 

2. · 

Find each product. Simplify if possible. 

"' 0 3 .§. x..1_ 4 5 X 7 _ 
£ • 8 3 - · 6 10 -
c 
0 .,, . ! . 
"' :, 
u 
0 

5. t X i === 6 • l 2 X .1 9 --w 
C: 
0 
E 7. Number Sense Can you simplify before multiplying 14 x ~~ ? Explain. "' n. 
0 
" 

~ 
i ' jp! I 

I 

·i ;.; 
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Name ---------------------------
Customary Measurement R 10•1 

Units of Capacity Units of Length 
cup (c) 1 c = 8 fluid ounces (oz) foot (ft) 1 ft = 12 in. 

pint (pt) 1 pt = 2 C yard (yd) 1 yd = 3 ft 

quart (qt) 1 qt = 2 pt 1 yd = 36 in. 

mile (mi) 1 mi = 5,280 ft gallon (gal) 1 gal = 4 qt 

1 mi = 1,760 yd 

How to change from one unit of measurement to another: 

To change from smaller units to larger To change from larger units to smaller 
ones, you have to divide. units in the customary system, you have 

to multiply. 256oz =--- C 

120 yd = ___ ft 1 C = 8 OZ 

1 yd = 3 ft 256 ...;- 8 = 32 

120 X 3 ft = 360 ft 256 OZ = 32 C 

120 yd = 360 ft 

Complete. 

2. 4 qt = C 1. 36 .in. = ft 

4. 39 ft = yd 3. 5 lb = oz 

I 5. 1.5 mi = ft 6. 3.5 gal = qt 

I ' 

7. 2T = lb 8. 16 pt = qt 

I 
10. 3 yd = in. 1! ; 9. 64oz = lb 

12. 55yd = ft '! 
l 11. 4gal = pt 
! 
. ! 

14. 20 pt = gal (0 

;I I 13. 6.5 lb = oz 
.E 
u 

I; I c· 

16. 205 yd = ft ~ 
0 

l 
I. 

'. 15. 4.5 qt = C 
::, " "O 

UJ 

17. Reasoning A vendor at a festival sells soup for $1.25 per cup or ; 0 
C 

$3.75 per quart. Which is the better buy? .. 
Q. 

a 

t 
~ .. t 



Name __________________ _ 

Perimeter 

Review 

16 
1)} , 

Perimeter is the distance around a shape. 

You can add the lengths of all the sides 
or you can multiply the sum of the 
length and the width by 2 to find the 
perimeter of a rectangle. 

25 in. 

9 in . .__I _ ___, 

p = 25 in. + 9 in. + 25 in. + 9 in. = 68 in. 
or p = 2 x (25 in . + 9 in.) = 68 in. 

If only one side of a figure Is given, 
then all sides have the same length. 

� 
5cm 

p = 5 cm + 5 cm + 5 cm + 5 cm = 20 cm 
or p = 4 x 5 cm = 20 cm 

1. Find the perimeter of the rectangle. 2. Find the perimeter of the square. 

3 In. 

� 
p = _ + _ + _+_= __ m p = __ X __ = __ in. 

Find the perimeter of each figure. 

7. 2 1 . 
4 In. 

1D 
11 . 
4 m. 

6. 4-2~5-o v-5yd 
4m 

8. 24 cm 9. 

20cmQ12cm 

14 cm 

12 in. 

z 
CD 

., 8m >, 

4.iy-;,in. 10. ,; 

~ 
., 5 

4w7in. 'o 

m. ~ 
C 

"' E 
~ 
& 
,i; 
a u 

Cl) 

g 

11. A flower garden is in the sh_ape of an equilateral triangle. t}l 
Each side measures 15~·ft. What is the garden's perimeter? 

' ) I 

http:4.iy--3.in


• • 
~ 

.. J;_ How are ratios, rates, and unit rates related? 

Ratios, rates, and unit rates are all comparisons. They compare one quantity to 
another quantity. 

A ratio compares any two quantities. 

Yolanda uses 4 cups of nuts and 2 cups of dried fruit to make trail mix. 

You can use a tape diagram to show this comparison. 

Nuts[IJ [I] 

Dried Fruit D D 
The ratio is 4 cups to 2 cups or 4:2. Notice that the quantity of nuts is double the quantity 
of dried fruit. 

Think Every ratio has a related rate. 

Nuts[IJ [I] 

Dried Fruit D D 
A related rate is an equivalent ratio that compares the first quantity in a ratio to only one 
of the second quantity. In this example, you know that the amount of nuts is double the 
amount of dried fruit. So, what if you wanted the same kind of mix but only used 1 cup 
of dried fruit? How many cups of nuts would you use? 

Think: 4:2 is the same as _ :1? 

Think: What number is 1 doubled? 

The rate is 2 cups of nuts to 1 cup of dried fruit. You can also say the rate is 2 cups of nuts 
per cup of fruit. 

lesson l Understand Un it Rate e curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted. 



Think Every rate has a related unit rate. 

The unit rate is the part of the rate that is being compared 
to 1. In the previous problem, the unit rate of nuts to fruit is 2. 
Let's look at another example. 

Marco earned $85 for 1 0 hours of work. 

Ratio of dollars to hours: 85 to 10 

Rate of dollars to 1 hour: Marco earned $85 in 10 hours, so he 
earned $85 + 10 in 1 hour. He earned $8.50 for each 1 hour, or 
$8.50 per 1 hour. 

Unit Rate: The number part of the rate 8.50 dollars per hour is 8.50. 

Marco earned $8.50 for each hour that he worked. 

� Reflect 

Talking about rates in 
different ways helps me 
understand them. I can 
say "$8.50 for every hour," 
"$8.50 for each hour," or 
"$8.50 per hour." 

0 What is the difference between a ratio and its related rate and unit rate? 

« urriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted. Lesson 2 Understand Unit Rate 11 



Let's Explore the Idea A double number line can be re 
used to find rate and unit rate. ~, 14V' 

"' . 
A car can travel 300 miles on 10 gallons of gas. The ratio is 300 miles to 10 gallons. 

Miles O 30 � DD lSO DODD 300 

I I I I I I I I : 
Gallons O � DD s DODD 10 

fJ What do the 300 and 10 in the diagram represent? 

D How many gallons does each section along the bottom number line represent? 

_______ Fill in the remaining numbers on the bottom number line. 

D Look at the corresponding pairs of numbers on the bottom and top number lines. 
Write a multiplication sentence to show how 10 gallons and 300 miles are related. 
How are 5 gallons and 150 miles related? How are 1 gallon and 30 miles related? 

l:l Use words to describe the relationship between the number of miles and each 
corresponding number of gallons. 

0 Fill in the remaining numbers on the number line. What is the rate of miles per gallon 
for this car? 

fJ What is the unit rate of miles to gallons? __ 

12 Lesson 2 Undemand Unit Rate « urriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted. 



Talk through these problems as a class, then write your answers below. 

IE Identify Write the letter of the rate that matches each ratio. 

� $7.50 : 3 pounds 

a. $0.75 for every 1 pound 

� $3.75 to 5 pounds b. $2.25 for each 1 pound 

� c. $2.50 for every 1 pound 
$6.00 : 4 pounds 

d. $1.50 per 1 pound 

D $13.50 to 6 pounds 

m Analyze Use the information on this nutrition 
label to write the unit rates described below. 
Show your work. 

There are ___ _ calories in 1 cracker. 

One cracker has a mass of ____ grams. 

Nutrition Facts 
Serving Size: 2 Crackers (14 grams) 
Servings Per Container: About 20 

Amount Per Serving 

Calories 50 Calories From Fat 15 

There are fat calories in 1 cracker. 

m Compare Dawn earned $97.50 for 10 hours of work. Amy earned $120 for 12 hours 
of work. How much did each person earn per hour? How can you use this information 
to compare their earnings? 

14 Lesson 2 Understand Unit Rate OCurriculurn Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted. 



[esson d O ;.~ lntr:oduction 

MultiRI~ and DiY.ide ·Decimals 

You've learned about place value. You've also learned how to multiply and divide 
decimals to the hundredths. In this lesson, you will multiply and divide decimals to 
thousandths. Take a look at this problem. 

Ben wants to buy a baseball cap that costs $24.50. The state and sales tax is 8%, or 
0.08. How much will he pay in sales tax? 

Use the math you already know to solve the problem. 

a. How would you estimate the amount of sales tax? 

b. You can write 24.50 as 24.5. What is 24.5 as a fraction? ___________ _ 

c. What is 0.08 as a fraction? 

d. How could you show the problem using fractions? 

e. Multiply the fractions. What is the tax? -----~ 

f. Write the tax as a decimal. _____ _ 

g. Does your answer make sense? Explain . 

h. Explain how you could find the amount of sales tax Ben will pay. 

90 Lesson 10 Multiply and Divide Decimals OCurriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted. 
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You multiply decimals in the same way you multiply whole numbers. You just need to 
think about where to place the decimal point in the product. 

You can think about multiplying fractions to make sense of multiplying decimals. 

245 X _J!_ = 1,960 
10 100 1,000 

The denominator is in the thousandths because tenths x hundredths = thousandths. 

( lxl _ 1 ) 
10 100 - 1,000 

24-3 1 decimal place 
x O.Q§ + 2 decimal places 

1.2§9 3 decimal places 

� 
The number of decimal places in the product equals the sum of the number of decimal 
places in the factors. 

Reflect 
0 Explain why 0.02 x 0.3 = 0.006. 

« urriculum Associates, LLC Copying Is not permitted. Lesson 10 Multiply and Divide Decimals 91 
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Read the problem below. Then explore how to find the area of a polygon on a 
coordinate plane. 

On a map of a county park, the park entrance is located at (0, O), a community 
garden is located at (4, 3), and a playground is located at (8, O). 

• What shape is formed by a path connecting the three locations? 

• The park's director is planning to grow grass inside the shape formed by the 
path. What is the area of the shape? 

� Graph It You can make a graph showing the given information to help solve 
the problem. 

y ----- ~;;j 
! 

P (8, 0) 

The park entrance is labeled f, the community garden is labeled G, and the playground is 
labeled P. 

The polygon is a triangle with a base of 8 units and a height of 3 units. 

� Solve It You can use the formula for the area of a triangle to solve the problem. 

Area = (½) x base x height 

A= (½)bh 
= (½ )(8)(3) 

= G) 24 

= 12 

The area of the triangle is 12 square units. 

234 Lesson 23 Polygons in the Coordinate Plane ©Curriculum Assoc iates, LLC Copying is not permitted. 



� Connect It Now you will explain how to solve the problem from the previous 
page using your understanding of polygons on a coordinate plane. 

0 Explain how you know that the base of the triangle is 8 units long. 

m] Explain how you know that the height of the triangle is 3 units long. 

m Kristina divided 6EGP into two smaller triangles by T 

drawing a vertical line from G to the x-axis, as shown 
in the diagram. 

0 0(4,0) X 

I What do you notice about flfGQ and 6PGQ? 

y j 

IE How could you use Kristina's method to find the area of flEGP? 

II] Suppose that the coordinates of point G were (4, - 3) instead of (4, 3). Would the area 
of 6EGP be the same? Explain why or why not. 

� Try It Use what you just learned about finding the area of a polygon on the 
coordinate plane to solve these problems. Show your work on a separate sheet 
of paper. 

A baseball diamond is in the shape of a square, with bases at (0, 4), (4, 0), (0, - 4), and 
(- 4, 0). The pitcher's mound is located at (0, 0). 

II] What is the area of the part of the square that is in Quadrant I? _ 

m What is the total area of the square? 

OCurriculurn Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted. Lesson 23 Polygons in the Coordinate Plane 235 



You've learned about plane figures such as rectangles and triangles. In this lesson 
you will learn how to use coordinates to analyze plane figures. Take a look at 
this problem. 

Cheryl walks her dogs after school. 
The routes she takes are shown on the 
coordinate grid to the right. Route 1 
starts at point A and continues to 
points 8, C, D, and back to A. Route 2 
starts at P and goes to Q, R, S, and 
back to P. Which route is longer? 

y I i 

: t f P(11,8) Q(14,8) 

t A (2,6) 8(8,6) 

l Route 1 
Route 2 

D (2, 2) I , C (8, 2) 
5(11.1) R(14,1) 

X 

Use the math you already know to solve this problem. 

a. Which pairs of points on Route 1 have the same x-coordinates? 

The same y-coordinates? 

b. The way to find the distance between two points that have the same x-coordinate or 
the same y-coordinate is by counting the units between them. Look at Route 1. Find 
the distance from A to 8, 
to A . The total distance is 

from 8 to C, from Cto D, _ and from 0 

c. Look at Route 2. Find the distanc
to 5, and from 5 to P 

e from P to Q, from Q to 
. The total distance is 

R, from R 

d. Explain how you can find which of the two routes is longer. 

Lesson 23 Polygons in the Coordinate Plane OCurriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted. 
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Each of Cheryl's routes on the previous page forms a rectangle on a coordinate plane. 
A rectangle is one type of polygon. A polygon is a closed plane figure whose sides are 
line segments that intersect only at their endpoints. 

On the coordinate plane, if a side of a polygon is on a horizontal line, then its endpoints 
have the same y-coordinate. If a side of a polygon is on a vertical line, its endpoints have 
the same x-coordinate. 

One way to find the length of a horizontal or vertical segment is by counting. The length 
of a segment is always a positive number. 

It is often helpful to place a vertex or a side of the polygon on one of the axes of the 
coordinate plane, as shown in the diagrams below. 

X 

Reflect 
0 Explain how you could find the distance between points (3, 6) and (7, 6) on the 

coordinate plane. 
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